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Activity Report

Name of Event: Outreach Webinar held on 11 th July 2021

Topic - Motivational Webinar on Understanding “Who am I”

Invited Speaker: Swami Nityananda Giri Maharaj
M.Sc in Zoology
A Spiritual Practitioner on Kriya Yoga

Date: 11/07/2021

Time: 7.30 pm to 9 pm

Webinar Platform: Zoom Cloud Meeting Platform

Organized by: IQAC, Surendranath College

Number of Participants: 139

Summary: The webinar had been organized by IQAC, Surendranath College in the online
Zoom platform by the speaker Swami Nityananda Giri Maharaj, M Sc in Zoology, a spiritual
practitioner on Kriya yoga. The session was started by the welcome address by our
Principal Dr. Indranil Kar and the speaker was introduced by Prof. Asok Kumar Das, Dept.
of Physics.

Mr. Das said something on the relevance of this topic of discussion “who am I” from the
Yogasutra of Patanjali. He added that none of us don’t know our real identity- “Who am I”?
Means, Identity-Crisis is a National disease. Mandukya upanishad clearly describes that
every living individual consists of two things - one, the only Reality the Atman or Soul
which is eternal-ever existent so non-dual and hence independent of space-time means
unchangeable. Other part, physical body-mind-intellect, is non-eternal,
temporary-existence so plurality in its appearance, so limited by space-time means
changeable perishable.

Everybody has three different states of experiences in our life namely, Waking
state-Dream state-Deep sleep state. In waking state, the consciousness i.e. the
metaphysical ego is identified with your physical body-mind-intellect matrix as the
instrument for different kinds of transactions with the waking world and you are called
waker. The very You are operating through the body-mind-intellect matrix, you are within
this matrix but yet you the metaphysical ego is different from that empirical ego identified
with the matrix.

In Dream state, your physical body including your all sense-organs, organs for action not
functioning but the internal organ mind functions, which creates an unreal world, one point
I
want to mention here is that the dreamer neither design his dream nor have any control on
his
dream but it happens inherently to the way the dreamer is.

In case of Deep-sleep state, body-mind-intellect matrix does not function but experiences



only two things - ignorance and happiness. How does one know that he experiences these
in deep-sleep state? Well, after waking up one says , “I slept well, did not know anything”,
which means, I experienced that I experienced nothing. Absence of experience itself is an
experience and to witness that a consciousness must be present there which is same for
all those three states.

Then Swamiji, the speaker said that all the theoretical discussions are just intellectual
exercise, not knowledge unless it is experienced by some definite process prescribed by
Yogasutra. One of the process is ‘Yogas Chitta Vritti-nirodha’ which means all the four
functional faculties of antahkarana namely, Mind-Intellect-Citta-ahamkara are to be kept
silent without functioning. Then only what remains is that real identity ‘who am I’. This is
attained in Samadhi state.

Finally, Mr. Das gave the vote of thanks and session was ended after that.

YouTube Link: https://youtu.be/uF8eh8FqOIM1qa

Event Flyer link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KpSw1Q9rPzgqop2lojxj8JUp31xDlsVT/view?usp=sharing

Sample Certificate of
student:https://drive.google.com/file/d/1afgZjIy0_zGwhZKxGRuXDDxNz85LJvaG/vie
w?usp=sharing
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